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Welcome to our latest instalment of our
Liquor Guide…
Things have been changing up and we’re looking forward
to sharing some exciting news about updates to our store
over the coming weeks, so make sure you stay tuned to our
Facebook and social feeds so you don’t miss our exciting
news – shopping at PALS is about to get a whole lot easier!
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In this edition we have been busy enjoying tasting through
all our winter beers in search of our picks for this year,
we’ve also been busy working away ensuring we have got
everyone covered for their favourite American whiskey’s –
whether that be Bourbon, Rye or something a little different,
we have got it all sorted!

PICKS

In our latest PALS Picks we have got red wine all covered
with some of the best reds to hit our shelves for many years.
Better still, we haven’t even had to leave South Australia
to do it. From McLaren Vale through the Adelaide Hills
and into the Barossa, this feature holds some incredible
secret gems.
We then finish off with a look at another popular spirit –
Rum. This time we’ve scoured the globe to bring the finest
selection you’re likely to see assembled under the one roof!
Anyway, we hope to share a story or two instore soon!

Your PALS
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a MASSIVE airport hangar!
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OVER

200

GINS
Specialising:
PARTIES , LOCAL CLUBS &
CORPORATES ORDERS
Contact Sam or Jayme today to
discuss your liquor needs.
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$18.99

per 4 pack

BELHAVEN
BLACK
SCOTTISH
STOUT

$21.99

per 4 pack

$19.99

per 4 pack

PRANCING WHITE RABBIT
PONY
CHOCOLATE
INDIA RED ALE
STOUT
375ml cans

375ml cans

$17.99

per 4 pack

COOPERS
STOUT
440ml cans

$27.99
per 6 pack

COOPERS
VINTAGE ALE
330ml bottles

Winter is a great time to enjoy
some of the heavier beer styles
– stouts, porters, dark ales
and sometimes just those fuller
flavoured beers come to the
fore…
We love the differences
between each of them, all with
their own personality and style.
Here is a selection of some
intriguing new ones, along with
a couple of old favourites that
have been pleasing the senses
for many a year!

$22.99
per 6 pack

$24.99
per 4 pack

MISMATCH GOODIESONS
DARK ALE
COFFEE STOUT
375ml cans

330ml bottles

$37.99
per 4 pack

FOX HAT
RUSTY
MONGREL
375ml cans

440ml cans
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Bourbon has been popular across the
globe for generations and even more
so in Australia. Recently we have
seen another explosion of interest
in American Whiskeys – particularly
Bourbon and Rye Whiskey. This
has increased to the point now
where we are seeing many product
shortages, and demand is well and
truly outstripping supply. But don’t
worry, this is where your PALS come
in, we’ve got plenty of stock!
To be called Bourbon, it must contain
a “mash bill” of at least 51% corn,
with the balance being made up
from other grains and most
usually Rye.

$59
To be considered a true Rye
per bottle
whiskey, the “mash” must
contain atleast 51% of Rye,
BASIL
however, many of the greatest HAYDEN’S
BOURBON
Rye Whiskeys contain much
higher amounts than this
and many even push close to the
100% mark.
.99

Bourbon whiskeys tend to be slightly
sweeter and fuller bodied than their
Rye counterparts which generally
show much more spiciness due to
the different base, and are generally
considered less sweet.
That’s not to say that one is better
than the other, that purely comes
down to your own personal tastes,
but here is a selection of some of our
favourites from both styles…

$119
per bottle

MICHTER’S
SMALL
BATCH
BOURBON
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$67.99

per bottle

MAKER’S
MARK
46
BOURBON

$54.99
per bottle

BUFFALO
TRACE
KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT
BOURBON

$61.99

per bottle

WILD TURKEY
LONGBRANCH
BOURBON

$146
per bottle

WIDOW
JANE
RYE

$109
per bottle

BALCONES
TEXAS RYE

$76.99

per bottle

JACK
DANIEL’S
TENNESSEE
RYE

$83.99
per bottle

$115
per bottle

WHISTLE PIG
10YO RYE

RITTENHOUSE
RYE

$88.99
per bottle

KNOB
CREEK
RYE
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ROBERT JOHNSON SHIRAZ
Exactly why we love the Eden Valley. Rich, full and luscious. Leathery
notes with a tonne of ripe fruits make this wine so very appealing.

SEPPELTSFIELD
‘VILLAGE’ SHIRAZ

$26.99

A new release from the
Seppeltsfield team, not over
the top, but lots of berries,
a touch of mocha and silky
tannins to finish.

$25.99

SIDEWOOD
PINOT NOIR

per bottle

Best value for
money Pinot in
the market! It
captures the
essence of its
variety, with
complexity that
is unrivalled and
a price tag that
means you can
enjoy it every
day.

$28.99

per bottle

STAGE DOOR
WINE CO.
CABERNET
SAUVIGNON
Notes of cassis
and a hint of
eucalypt and
earthiness.
Incredible balance
and even better
length of flavour!

$20.99

per bottle

JERICHO
GRENACHE
Should sell for another $15 per bottle!
This is juicy, ripe and super easy to
destroy a second glass of!

$22.99

per bottle

HEY DIDDLE SHIRAZ
No doubting the origins of this wine! Made in the modern way,
it is restrained yet still demonstrating the power of the variety.

$34.99
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per bottle

per bottle

SORBY ADAMS
‘TRISTAN’ SHIRAZ

MAIN &
CHERRY

HENSCHKE
‘MARBLE
ANGEL’
CABERNET
SAUVIGNON

SANGIOVESE

$26.99

per bottle

Medium weight,
juicy and fruit driven.
Delicious in every
sense of the word.

Rich, ripe Cabernet
that delivers every
way possible.
Elegant, finesse and
structure sum this
wine up.

$69.99

Gratifying with succulent blackberry
fruits with a full mouthfeel and
excellent depth of flavour. Richness
and velvety smooth tannins lead to a
persistent finish.

$23.99

per bottle

per bottle

PARACOMBE
‘THE REUBEN’

RUSDEN
‘RIPPER CREEK’
SHIRAZ
CABERNET
The quintessential
blend of Shiraz
and Cabernet that
Australia is famous
for. Rich, delicious
and definitely a wine
you need more than
one of…

$29.99

per bottle

The varieties of Bordeaux
captured right here in the
Adelaide Hills. Leafy,
eucalypt with lots of red
and blue fruit flavours!

$21.99

per bottle

COATES THE CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Langhorne Creek is undoubtedly the sleeping giant for great
Cabernet. This wine is rich, full bodied and earthy. The usual
varietal characters of Cabernet jump out, but it is the depth, layers
of flavour and intensity that make this one to admire!

$28.99

per bottle
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RUM

Unlike many other distilled spirits, Rum is made in just
about every corner of the globe. In many eyes, this is why
Rum is so popular across the globe, because regardless
of which continent you come from there are local styles of
Rum that those closest are very parochial about.
Here’s a selection of some of our favourites from close to
home and around the globe…
$43.99
per bottle

$44.99

BACARDI
COCONUT

per bottle

HAVANA
CLUB
3YO
BLANCO

$74.99

per bottle

PLANTATION
PINEAPPLE
FANCY

$48.99
per bottle

CAPTAIN
MORGAN
SPICED
BLACK

$54.99
per bottle

BUNDABERG
SMALL BATCH

$81.99

per bottle

DIPLOMATICO
RESERVA EXCLUSIVA

$61.99

per bottle

RATU
10YO WHITE
RUM

$99.99

per bottle

ANGOSTURA
NO.1 RUM

